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The DESPY Awards



The queens' comedy skills are tested as they act as presenters at a glitzy awards show. With comedian Kathy Griffin and fashion icon Isaac Mizrahi.
Quest roles:
Ginger Minj(Self - Contestant), Violet Chachki(Self - Contestant), Ross Mathews(Self - Judge), Pearl Liaison(Self - Contestant), Kandy Ho(Self - Audience Member), Katya(Self - Special Guest), Kennedy Davenport(Self), Jaidynn Diore Fierce(Self - Contestant), Edward Popil(Self - Audience Member), Max Malanaphy(Self - Contestant), Kathy Griffin(Self - Special Guest), Isaac Mizrahi(Self - Guest Judge), Bryce Eilenberg(Self - Pit Crew), Miles Davis Moody(Self - Pit Crew), Miss Fame(Self - Contestant)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
30 March 2015, 21:00
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